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It is commonly accepted that it was Islamic and Arabic

culture that kept alive the philosophy of Aristotle through
the Dark Ages, and made the Catholic reconciliation of
faith and reason possible..... One senior Anglican source
said: “If anything, Islam was the religion of reason ahead
of Christianity. Mathematics and medical science were
developed in the Islamic world. The clash between reason
and medievalism has Muslims on the side of reason.” 
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 (intolerance) 

 
The church and the papacy in particular have long had problems
with the existence of other religions, let alone tolerance of them.
It started with the crusades in the early Middle Ages, continued
with the Reformation (the memory dies hard that the Guy Fawkes
plot was a Catholic conspiracy to destroy the establishment of
Protestant England). Through the 19th century the popes set
their faces against the notion of religious freedom and
separation of church and state. A succession of pontiffs, notably
Pope Pius IX (1846-1878), declared that respect for other
religions was a form of “insanity”.

 













The world listens carefully to the words of any pope,"
The Times continued. "And it is tragic and dangerous
when one sows pain, either deliberately or carelessly.
He needs to offer a deep and persuasive apology,
demonstrating that words can also heal."
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